Help Your Child Reach Their Full Potential
Ensuring kids with developmental obstacles get the help they need

Everyone Qualifies

We believe every child needs developmental resources and every family needs support.
That’s why at Building All Children (BAC), everyone qualifies. Regardless of your child’s level
of development. Regardless of your financial situation.

Building a
Foundation
for Success

We ASSESS development, RESOURCE
families, and EMPOWER you with professional
specialists, ongoing support, and specific tools
you need to help your child.
Assess: Through in-depth social, emotional, physical,
cognitive and academic assessments, we identify
where your child falls in terms of developmental
milestones. We then develop a customized program
based on your child’s unique learning style.
Resource: We connect you with appropriate resources
such as speech pathologists, occupational therapists,
physical therapists, counselors, physicians, academic
placement advisors, tutors, resource materials, classes,
workshops, support groups and more.
Empower: Throughout the process, we give you the
knowledge and support you need to help your child
complete their plan successfully.

“If it weren’t for BAC, we’d have never found
the wonderful therapists and resources we
needed to answer our questions and set us
on the path to success.”
BAC is a gift and their ability to reach children
and nurture their strengths has propelled our
son to new heights!”

Our Programs
We not only connect you with community resources,
we offer caring support through our own programs.
Here is a sampling:
Building Readers: This vital program serves children
between the ages of 4 and 12 who are struggling with
reading skills, comprehension strategies, dyslexia and/
or dysgraphia. A reading teacher implements the
program through one-on-one, one-hour sessions, twice
a week, for up to six months.
“Our income did not allow us to receive free help, and
the help we were actively seeking was too expensive
for us. Building All Children relieved the pressure and
fears of not being able to obtain quality testing and
quality guidance for our son!”

“BAC was able to give us a professional and accurate
assessment of our child’s needs and point us in the
direction of the resources she needs.”

Play Groups: We meet weekly for developmental
activities which involve sensory play, fine motor skills,
gross motor skills, social interaction, color identification,
numbers, and letters. It’s a great support opportunity for
parents as well.

Moms and Mentors: Once you complete our services,
this program meets throughout the year to bring
parents and mentors together for ongoing support,
learning and encouragement as they continue working
with their children’s specific learning needs.

Talking Is Teaching: We meet once a month for an hour
of hands-on, age-appropriate activities for children,
family education on specific early childhood topics, and
learning and reading together. Every family leaves with
a book so they are encouraged to read during the week.

Help your child reach their full potential.
Contact us today at 918.398.6127

“Thanks to BAC, I feel
that we are now on
the right path towards
helping my daughter
with anxiety, ADHD, and
sensory issues.”

“There was an instant
switch in our son’s
behavior and his teachers
noticed an immediate
difference in his
confidence and success
in school.”

Our Mission:
To assess, resource, and empower children and their families to build
each child’s development and individual learning style.

Let us arise and build. So they strengthened their hands for the good work.
—NEHEMIAH 2:18

“BAC gave us a key to unlock who our son is and showed us how to help him and love
him. It is because of that, that our little boy is happier, more grounded than ever before,
and our home is balanced and joyful.”
“I cannot express enough gratitude for the gift of confidence I gained as a parent and am
speechless towards the growth my son is achieving! Thank you from the bottom of my heart!”
“BAC made us feel like we weren’t walking this journey alone anymore—they gave us full
support: emotionally, mentally, and spiritually.”
“Thanks to BAC, I now know who to ask for help and what to ask to empower my son’s
strengths and encourage his good behavior.”

Building All Children, Inc. is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization. To make a donation, please visit www.buildingallchildren.org/donate/
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